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Ancient Artifacts, Exciting Exhibits,
Sterling Speakers, Glam Gift Shop = Priceless
RUMINATION
FROM THE ROCK
AND BEYOND
Jory Westberry
When the beach gets too hot or your sunburn needs
a day off, head to the air-conditioned comfort of the
Marco Island Historical Museum for spectacular exhibits and hands-on learning activities for the younger
set. In between your initial glimpse of some of the precious artifacts from the 1895-1896 Pepper-Hearst Expedition to Key Marco, loaned to the museum from the
Smithsonian Institution, the Museum of the University
of Pennsylvania (Penn Museum).
The artifacts, which are magnificent and unique
(although that word hardly does them justice), were
created over an incredible time period from AD 750 to
1513 and were remarkably preserved in the muck on
Marco Island. This amazing discovery showed the sophisticated and artistic cultures that produced artistic
art forms along with the tools that they designed to create their artwork.
Your introduction to the museum’s inner passageways is worthwhile reading and sets the tone for the
rest of your adventure. Your first major stop is to see the
ancient artifacts, behind security glass and dimly lit because bright light would diminish the objects. Take your
time and savor the history, creativity, and unfathomable
artistry of these ancient people. We are so fortunate to
have these on loan to us for several more years, thanks to
the collective efforts of the MIHS highly dedicated staff.
Next, you’ll meet replicas of the indigenous people
of that time. They are statuesque and magnificent in
their native garb, and one has to admire their perseverance in the heat, storms, and insect annoyances as they
foraged for food and fish, built shelters, and still had
time to forge their ingenuity.
There’s a cross section model of the layers of ground
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The Key Marco Cat is one of the most valuable artifacts found
in North America and on exhibit at the MIHM.

Austin Bell shows the new items on loan from the Penn
Museum.

under us, which is fascinating. Who knew there were all
those unique layers? I don’t know about you, but I was
shocked to find the layers had names and were a wealth
of knowledge when it came to discoveries. Not to mention the nearby timeline that compares other important
historical events to the discoveries found underground.
There’s an area nearby with activities for the
“youngers,” which was being enjoyed by several families on my recent visit. Which, on another note, visit-

Families enjoying the Calusa Craft area at the MIHM.

Show the World You’re not Just Living,

You’re Living Well…

“Send a piece of paradise home”

The One and Only Marco Bracelet.

SAN DIEGO, CA

Each Bracelet Hand Crafted
Exclusively by The Harbor Goldsmith
Prices start at:
Solid High Polished Sterling Silver… $299
Two Tone 14kt. Gold and Sterling Silver… $850
(shown above)
All Gleaming 14kt. Yellow Gold… market price

680 Bald Eagle at Island Plaza (Between Beall’s and CVS)

239.394.9275 Open Mon-Sat.

Wear as a
Wrap
Bracelet
and
Necklace

